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Stan says that “The Superman and Spider-man comic books are great
(superhero comic books), but the graphic novels today are even more
sophisticated,” he says. “Sophisticated” means, again, not simple, not common,
more advanced, more elegant. “Some of them are still serialized like the old
comic books,” he says. Some of the comic books are serialized. When we say a
book or a comic book is “serialized,” we they publish it in sections: one week will
be the first chapter, the next week will be the second chapter, and so on. This
was a very popular way of publishing books for many years, not as popular
recently, although The New York Times Magazine on Sundays has usually one
or two serialized stories – small chapters of stories over many weeks.
Stan says that many of the comic books are self-contained. “Self-contained”
means all in one piece. That’s how you typically buy a book – it’s “selfcontained,” it’s not serialized.
Lee says, “Are there ones without too much fighting?” – are there comic books
without too much fighting? Stan says, “There are as many genres of graphic
novels as there are movies or books.” A “genre” (genre) is a French word – we
pronounce it “genre” in English, which means a specific type or style of literature
or of movies or of music. In classical music, we have the genre of baroque music
and of romantic music, and something we call classical music, which is in
between the baroque and the romantic. Those are “genres.”
“There are many genres of graphic novels,” Stan says, “I’m really surprised that
someone who reads as much as you do knows so little about graphic novels.”
Lee says, “I’ve come across them in bookstores before.” “To come across them”
means I’ve found them although I wasn’t looking for them – almost by accident.
“But,” Lee says, “but I had a preconceived notion that they were for kids.” When
something is “preconceived,” that means you’ve decided about it before you even
have any experience with it – before you really know the truth: “He had a
preconceived idea about what Los Angeles is; he thought it would be ugly and
polluted and crowded.” That’s true in some places, but not in all places. She has
"a preconceived notion." A “notion” is just another word for an idea, a concept,
an opinion about something.
Stan says, “I guess you were wrong.” Lee says, “I guess I was. There’s a first
time for everything.” We use that expression as a joke: “there’s a first time for
everything” means that you shouldn’t be surprised by anything because anything
is possible, even things that are very unexpected. Lee is saying here that she
never has made a mistake before, so “there’s a first time for everything.”
Now let’s listen to the dialogue, this time at a normal speed.
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[start of dialogue]
Lee: What are you reading?
Stan: It’s a graphic novel.
Lee: Graphic novel? You mean a comic book? I thought you were too old for
that sort of thing.
Stan: For your information, this is a graphic novel and it’s a literary art form.
Graphic novels are written for mature audiences, not kids.
Lee: Really? I don’t know anything about comic books. I like reading the comic
strips in the newspaper, but I’ve never read an entire comic book before.
Stan: You might want to check these out. Look at this bound collection, for
instance. It has a storyline that’s as complex as a novel, and each panel is a
work of art.
Lee: It is pretty impressive looking. I’m not that interested in superheroes,
though.
Stan: The Superman and Spider-man comic books are great, but the graphic
novels today are even more sophisticated. Some of them are still serialized like
the old comic books, but many of them are self-contained like this one.
Lee: Are there ones without too much fighting?
Stan: There are as many genres of graphic novels as there are movies or books.
I’m really surprised that someone who likes to read as much as you do knows so
little about graphic novels.
Lee: I’ve come across them in bookstores before, but I had a preconceived
notion that they were for kids.
Stan: I guess you were wrong.
Lee: I guess I was. There’s a first time for everything.
[end of dialogue]
This episode was written by our superhero scriptwriter, Dr. Lucy Tse.
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From Los Angeles, California, I’m Jeff McQuillan. Thanks for listening. We’ll see
you next time on ESL Podcast.
English as a Second Language Podcast is written and produced by Dr. Lucy Tse,
hosted by Dr. Jeff McQuillan. This podcast is copyright 2008.
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